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Materials and Supplies 

Swarovski Elements 

5328-4MM-LSK 4mm Bi-cone Light Silk  150 

5328-6MM-CROG 6mm Bi-cone Crystal Rose Gold 51 

5810-PRL-12MM-ROG 12mm Round Crystal Rose Gold Pearl 27 

Supplies 

F-PW-SHOOK-23-AG S Hook Clasp Antique Gold, 
TierraCast 

1 

F-GF-CRIMP-2X2 Gold Filled Crimp Tube, 2x2mm 2 

F-GF-JRO25-8 14/20 Gold Filled Open Jump Ring, 
8mm, 22ga 

2 

WS-SFW01910SLV Satin Silver Wire .019 10ft 

Tools 

TS-PLR-58500 Original Bead Crimper 

TS-PLR-48700 Italia Flush Cutter 

TS-LINDPLR-RX7490 Flat Nose Pliers 

Instructions: 

Step1 Cut stringing wire into three equal pieces approximately 40” each. (101.6cm). Holding together, 

slide all three pieces through one 8mm jump ring. Crimp all three pieces together into one (1) crimp 

bead. Attach one crimp bead cover. 

Step 2 Working the three stringing wires as one, slide one Pearl (5810) onto it. 

Step 3 Working two wires as one, slide on one 6mm Bi-cone and one Pearl. On the remaining wire, 

slide on three 4mm Bi-cones, one 6mm Bi-cone and three 4mm Bi-cones. 

Step 4 Using the two wires exiting the 12mm Pearl, take one wire and slide on one (1) 5mm Bi-cone 

and on the second wire, slide on three 4mm Bi-cones and one 5mm bi-cone, followed by three 4mm bi-

cones. 
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Step 5 Using one wire exiting the 6mm Bi-cone and one wire with the 4mm Bi-cone on it, join together 

and slide on one Pearl. 

Step 6 Using one wire exiting the 3rd Pearl add one 6mm Bi-cone. On the second wire exiting the third 

pearl add three 4mm bi-cones, followed by one 6mm Bi-cone and three more 4mm Bi-cones. 

Step 7 Using the wire with the 6mm Bi-cone and the wire exiting the second pearl with the 4mm bi-

cones, slide on one (10 Pearl. 

Step 8 Continue weaving this pattern repeating the steps above. 

Step 9 To finish, slide one Pearl onto the two wires exiting from the 6mm Bi-cone adding in the third 

wire so they all exit the final Pearl. 

Step 10 Slide one crimp bead over the 3 wires. Run the wires together through the jump ring and back 

through the crimp. Close the crimp and add the crimp  

Step 11 Cut the wire close to the crimp and add your S Clasp to complete. 

Hint: Work it flat on a table and the pattern become clearer, use scotch tape to take down the ends of 

the wire if you need. 

 

When we started with this design, the name of the necklace was a bit of mystery. It all became clear 

when we realized it refers to Lombard Street in San Francisco, the “most crookedest street” in the US. It 

is a tourist attraction, known around the world. The necklace does look like its namesake! 

Make this your own, change the colors of the beads, or better yet, use our 12mm Murano Glass beads, 

they match all the Swarovski colors.  

 


